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THE
BRIDAL &
EVENTS GUIDE

Personal Service
We pride ourselves on our service &
attention to detail, wedding flowers
are a labour of love & we enjoy
getting creative.
It's so very exciting to have a
wedding or event to look forward to &
we would LOVE to be a part of yours!
We can advise on colour,
style, seasonalty and fit within your
budget. We even advise you how to
hold your bouquet correctly!
Every wedding & event is
priced individually.

Your style shines through
We listen to your ideas
& give you our guidance & advice.
Together we can create the flowers
you imagine.

Design is in our name
Floristry is an art - choose us & have
faith that we will transform your space
with our floral architectures - we are a
fussy bunch with an eye for detail.

Rustic Luxe
We love rustic-style natural wild
floristry but equally we love a luxelook traditional style. We work to your
brief & provide you with flower
suggestions to match your special
day.

i must have
flowers always
and always...

C L A U D E

M O N E T

PRICE GUIDE

Nature changes and as flowers are natural we must
explain that although we will always try to use the
chosen flowers and foliage discussed in the meetings
and detailed in the proposal we cannot always
guarantee that the flower will be available and therefore
as artists we will source and use a suitable alternative
where we can.
We reserve the right to make adjustments to the price
agreed if we find there are price increases beyond our
control.

Bridal Bouquet (standard size) from 85.00
Trailing Bouquet from 100.00
Wired Bouquet from 150.00
Bridesmaid Bouquet from 60.00
Boutonnière from 9.00
Corsage from 12.00
Wrist Corsage from 18.00
Flower Crown from 42.00
Flower Girl Circlet from 36.00
Flower Girl Pomanders, Wands, Mini Floral
Bags or hoops from 36.00
Individual Hair Flower Pins from 6.50
Large Urn Arrangements from 150.00
Pedestal Arrangements from 110.00
Large Vase Arrangements from 100.00
Large Floral Hanging Heart from 75.00
Fresh Foliage Garlands frm 10.00per ft
Pew Ends from 12.00
Top Table Arrangements from 95.00
Low Bowl Arrangements from 60.00
Candelabras dressed from 125.00
Suspended florals (hoops, balls,
chandeliers) from 110.00
Archways from 300.00
Jam Jars from 12.00 per jar
Napkin Decorations from 2.00
Cake flowers from 15.00
Thank You Bouquets from 30.00

PLEASE NOTE OUR MIN. SPEND IS £1,000

Hire items are also available - we have a
selection of vases, candelabras & Urns
All above prices do not include VAT.
VAT will be added to your final bill

ARRANGE A CONSULTATION
Please come along and meet us at the shop, we are located at 29 High Street in Navenby, Lincolnshire. We ask you
make an appointment for a consultation so we can allocate sufficient time to give you our full attention and talk through
your ideas. Please bring any pictures of dresses, venues, pinterest account details, fabric swatches & magazine cuttings
so we can understand the end result you are looking to achieve!

There is a lot to organise & A LOT to be
excited about! We like to meet with
clients for a coffee, either at the Flower
School in Wellingore or at the shop so
we can have a relaxed, informal chat.

Within a few weeks of our meeting a detailed
quote of your chosen arrangements will be
emailed, we will suggest the most
appropriate flowers & will also give some
alternatives.

Ideally, it would help if you have an idea
of your floral budget before we get
together. You can use the price guide
here to help (we say 'from' as we tailor
every proposal & we can always scale
up or down) - we take a lot of time to put
the quotes together for each individual
wedding/event.

We require a £250 non refundable deposit to
secure your date please. Unfortunately we
can't save dates without a deposit.

Please note our minimum spend for
weddings is £1000. Don't worry though if
this isn't within your budget, we do offer
a 'collect your own' service too, please
email for details.

The final balance is due 4 weeks before your
wedding date. We will contact you before
the date to confirm any last minute changes or
tweaks etc.

After you have secured your date should you
wish we can come to your chosen venue &
discuss your plans further. We may require a
site visit fee for this service.

We usually deliver your bridal flowers to
you on the morning of your wedding at
an agreed time, usually 3 to 4 hours
before your wedding.
We normally deliver the flowers in water
so they are drinking up until you need
them and the florist who delivers will
explain how to remove from the water
and dab dry.
The ceremony & venue flowers will be
set up either on the day or the day
before depending on your chosen
venue. We will then return & collect all
hire items the following day unless
agreed otherwise.

Events
We love nothing more than the
excitement of transforming a venue into
an original & special event space. We
deliver luxury bespoke flowers &
exquisite designs for private parties &
corporate events.
We will work closely with you,
developing & combining a joint style &
vision, inspired by your theme &
personality to create a collection of
unique, memorable floral designs.
We provide flowers for all events &
occasions, from small, intimate lunch /
supper parties to large & elaborate
celebrations.
We work to all budgets & can
accommodate everything from the truly
extravagant to the most simple of
celebrations.
Whatever your budget, whatever your
theme, we promise to provide the most
stunning flowers for your wedding or
special event. We provide beautiful
flowers for every celebration; birthday,
anniversary, award ceremony, product
launch, Christmas party, bridal shower,
baby shower, new baby... the list goes
on, but who needs a reason?!

It's not about us...

....but I will tell you a little about the team

Petal & Stalk is a village florist with flower

anyway!..

school set in the heart of the Lincolnshire
countryside. Our style is delicate &

I set up Petal & Stalk in 2014 in the form of a

neutral incorporating herbs & unusual

pop up festive shop - it was a teeny tiny space

foliage.

but it gave me the push to 'set up shop' further
along the High Street in March 2015.

We are known for combining exceptional
seasonal flowers with our unique P&S style to

The team evolved quickly and we all came to

create stunning bouquets delivered

floristry following different paths which makes

throughout the Lincoln area.

for an interesting approach & a combined
wealth of experience.

We are destination florists & will travel far &
wide with an abundance of flowers, scissors,

In 2017 Petal & Stalk were selected as one

string & energy to dress weddings, events,

of the five UK florists to represent British

dinner parties & special occasions.

Flowers Week, something of which I am hugely
proud of. We try to use British Flowers as

I hope to meet you soon ~ Abigail

often as possible throughout the year & I'm
passionate about working with seasonal
flowers & foliage.
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A few T&C's for info..

Exclusivity

Trial

We have a strict policy on providing your wedding

If you would like a trial of any element of your

/ event flowers on an exclusive basis only.

order this can be arranged and the cost will be

We also only take on one wedding per day as we

the same as the item which is listed in your

want to give you our 100% attention.

quote. The amount must be paid prior to the
scheduled trial.

Consultation
following the emailed proposal we require a £250

Liability

deposit to secure the date. The deposit

We cannot guarantee any flower type. We will of

is non refundable. The quote supplied is valid for

course endeavour to use the flowers and foliage

14days only.

we have suggested however if they are
unavailable there will be a suitable substitution
used. Unfortunately, we cannot accept
responsibility for any growers or suppliers for not
supplying the correct product and reserve the
right to make a decision on your behalf to
complete the job in the most suitable fashion.
Disputes
Any disputes can be made via email:
hello@petalandstalk.co.uk within 24hours of the
event.
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Petal & Stalk Floral Design

Petal & Stalk Flower School

29 High Street

The Bell Tower

Navenby

Wellingore Hall

Lincoln

Hall Street

LN5 0EE

Wellingore
Lincoln

01522 811873

LN5 0HX

hello@petalandstalk.co.uk
www.petalandstalk.co.uk

flowerschool@petalandstalk.co.uk

We look forward to meeting you!

All the images in this document were supplied by:
One Love Photography, Henry Lowther & Julian Winslow
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